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The central dogma in biological interactions and its 
application to drug design states that the higher the 
drug or ligand affinity (i.e. the most negative binding 
energy) to its cognate receptor, the higher its ability 
to target cells or tissues expressing the same 
receptor. However, such a maximal selectivity at the 
single molecules imposes that high-affinity ligands 
target indiscriminately any cells expressing the given 
receptor.  The chemical nature of biological units 
extends beyond single molecules. As biomolecules 
combine into single cells, the number of 
configurations increases so much that we can 
confidently say that each cell of our body is different 
from the other. We may not need to dissect the 
complexity of the single cell down to the quantum 
level to create more selective drugs. Still, we need to 
upgrade our molecular design to include more 
holistic effects to distinguish biological targets more 
precisely. In the last decade, we have assessed 
biological targets’ internal state energetic 
configurations matching them with complementary 
multivalent units to favour selective associations 
based on multiple bonds.  We have borrowed 
statistical and soft matter physics tools to address 
this challenge.  
We know from the super-selectivity theory (SST) [2] 
that multivalent units interact via the collective effect 
of the single affinities (or avidity) and association 
changes with receptors or ligand numbers, not 
linearly, giving rise to entropy-driven interactions. 
This unique nature means that if we combine low-
affinity ligands, we can have association only when 
receptors are high in numbers, effectively targeting 
cells that overexpress the desired receptor. We have 
proven SST experimentally [3-5] and demonstrated 
that the overall interaction combines the specific 
ligand/receptor bonds with mean-field repulsive 
potential arising from steric effects. Borrowing 
similar nomenclature used in quantum physics to 
handle the multidimensional nature of the problem, I 
here define the different states that characterise a 
cell phenotype and the multivalent unit to target 
using a vector of features, one that defines the cell 
phenotype as  representing the specific cell 
receptors compositions and is the mean-field steric 
potentials. We can define a multivalent unit vector of 
features is defined as   and state that two are 
complementary if 
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The ith multivalent unit, the jth cell phenotypes are 
complementary via the hierarchical operator  
defined in fig.1. Using such a formalism, I will show 
that we can adapt molecular engineering tools to 
design highly selective drugs. 
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Figure 1. Schematics of the interaction between a given jth 
cell characterised by a unique phenotype and its 
complementary multivalent unit9) 
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